
CLEAN-UP CREW
Buck Naked’s $7.95 soaps do way more 
than just cleanse. The pretty pamperers 
are crafted using powerhouse ingredients 
such as charcoal, red clay and coffee to 
moisturize, improve skin’s elasticity, minimize 
the look of fine lines and more. Rub-a-
dub-dub…we can’t wait to get in a tub with 

these miracle workers — stat! 
bucknakedsoapcompany 

.com 

All the loot we’re absolutely loving right now!

WAX WONDER
Melting hearts is the norm for Kintsugi 
Candles. Hand-poured aromatic 
scents like lavender-coconut and fig 
are paired with inspirational sayings to 
lift moods in more ways than one. Get 
lit for $22 per made-in-the-USA soy 
wax candle. kintsugicandleco.com

LIMITED-EDITION SIPPING
What happens when two titans of their 
industries join forces? Delicious perfection. 
Patrón en Lalique: Serie 2 features rare 
aged Mexican tequila in a gorgeous 
bottle designed by France’s renowned 
glassmaker. It’s an exclusive collab, made 
all the more so by both the price tag — 
$7,500 — and the fact that only 299 of the 
masterpieces exist! patrontequila.com

’TIS THE SEASON TO 
STAND OUT

GOLDSHEEP has the holidays wrapped 
up in high-performance fabric. Quick-

drying and moisture-wicking, the brand’s 
$65 sports bras and $98 leggings 

come in festive plaids, prints and solids 
to keep wearers looking and feeling 

cool. Ready. Set. Deck your closet! 
goldsheepclothing.com

HEAD DOWN 
FOR DECADENT 
FUN IN NYC
DJs, dancing and 
drinks! The Big Apple’s 
Up&Down club provides 
a night to remember, four 
nights a week. From the 
masterminds at Butter 
Group, the multi-level hot 
spot in the Meatpacking 
District has an intimate  —  
and Instagrammable — 
setting that celebrities 
flock to for incognito 
socializing. (Psst: Hunt for 
the secret karaoke room.) 
uadnyc.com

luxe locale
OF THE WEEK

SWAGceleb-worthy

Decor to 
adore!

FUNCTIONAL & FAB
Give off major boss vibes 
with the EMMA from 
JEMMA. The elegant, 
Italian leather bag 
boasts gobs of 
inner organization 
— from a 
detachable 
key strap and 
a tablet sleeve 
to a lipstick 
holder — that makes it 
easier for the modern 
woman to handle 
business. Available in a 
variety of hot hues, the 
professional’s must-have 
retails for $328. jemmabag.com
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